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Abstract— The field of WSN has been undergoing rapid development over the course of the past several
years. In order to facilitate low-cost wireless communication, a new type of network known as a wireless
sensor network has been developed. This network is made up of hundreds or thousands of sensor nodes and a
base station, also known as a sink. The nodes and the base station are dispersed around the area. The purpose
of this work is to provide a brief introduction to the architecture of WSNs, as well as potential topologies and
the crossbow tool for measuring physical parameters. After that, the paper describes the various forms of WSN
and the applications that use them. The word "imbalance" refers to an uneven distribution of data into classes,
which has a significant negative impact on the performance of classical classifiers; more specifically, the
classifiers become biassed toward the class that has a larger amount of data. There will be multiple inequalities
present in the data that is produced by wireless sensor networks. This review article is a respectable
examination of the imbalance issue for wireless sensor networks and other application areas. It will assist the
community in better comprehending the imbalance in data as well as the potential solutions to this problem.
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I. INTRODUCTION
They create a WSN when they have a need to monitor a large physical region with a number of
sensors. Sensor nodes that are wireless are equipped with processing, communication, and storage
capabilities as well. They are able to measure various aspects of physical environments, including
temperature, humidity, pressure, and the intensity of the light. As can be seen in figure 1, WSNs are
made up of one sink node and a large number of sensor nodes that are dispersed throughout a vast
region (the sensing field). Data can be transported from nodes to the base station using either a single
hop or several hops of communication, and then from the sink to the user using the internet [1, 2, 3].
In recent years, the development of an effective blueprint for a wireless sensor network has emerged
as a primary focus of research. A device that can respond to and detect any form of input from either
the physical or environmental circumstances, such as pressure, heat, light, etc., is known as a Sensor.
In most cases, the output of the sensor is an electrical signal that is then sent to a controller in order to
undergo additional processing. An overview of several kinds of wireless sensor networks, their
classification, different kinds of attacks, and different kinds of mobility and routing protocols are
covered in this article.
According to the definition given in [28], a wireless sensor network (WSN) is a self-organizing and
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multihop network of wireless sensor nodes that are utilized to monitor and control physical
phenomena. Sensor nodes, gateways (or base stations), and clients are the typical components that
make up the WSN.

Figure 1: Structure of a wireless sensor network (WSN) system

SENSOR NODE
The wireless sensor node is responsible for converting the analogue data that was gathered from the
sensor into digital data and then converting that digital data into a numerical value so that it is
machine-readable. Additionally, it is responsible for sending this information to the gateway in order
to fulfil its duty.
In this investigation, the chipset for a wireless sensor network that conforms to the IEEE 802.15.4e
standard is utilized. The sensor nodes include a wireless transceiver, power supply, power
management modules, and a microcontroller that is capable of receiving analogue signals from the
sensors. Any sensor node that is positioned close to the interior of the monitoring area is able to
participate in the formation of a network through the use of self-organizing functions thanks to the
software that is built in the chipset. The data that has been gathered is monitored by the sensor node,
and then utilizing hopping technology, it is transmitted to another sensor node. During the process of
transmission, the monitoring data is processed by multiple nodes in order to reach the gateway node
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GATEWAY
The gateway combines the functions of the wired and wireless communication modules in order to
send data to the server. The gateway is responsible for collecting and processing the measurement
data that is collected from the sensor node, and then transmitting the processed data to the final
server. Long-term evolution (LTE), Bluetooth, and ZigBee are the three most common forms of
wireless communication modules that can be found in sensors. An LTE module is utilized here for the
sake of the study [4]. When the IP of the gateway is changed, the data server is notified so that it can
maintain compatibility with the internet protocol (IP) modulation required for LTE security. The
connection to the gateway is used to control the data collection performed by each individual sensor
node.
NETWORK TOPOLOGY
Many sensor nodes in a WSN organize the connected networks according to a specific topology.
Figure 2 shows the typical network topology [5-6]. The mesh type, star type, and tree type are mainly
adopted in WSNs. For WSNs, the transmission distance among sensor nodes is short since they are
battery-powered, so multihop transmission is used to extend the network range. In this study, a mesh
topology with excellent flexibility and reliability and a time synchronized mesh protocol (TSMP)
from Dust Networks, Inc. are applied to construct a multihop network with a low power consumption.

Figure 2: Typical network topology: (a) ring, (b) mesh, (c) star, (d) fully connected, (e) line, (f) tree,
and (g) bus.
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A communication topology known as the star topology is characterized by each node's direct
connection to a gateway. A message can be sent or received by multiple remote nodes through the use
of a single gateway. It is forbidden for the nodes in an instar topology to communicate with one
another via exchanging messages. This makes it possible for the remote node and the gateway to have
communications with a low latency (base station).
Because it relies on a single node to run the network, the gateway needs to be located within radio
transmission range of each individual node. This is necessary because the gateway is dependent on
that node. The ability to maintain the power consumption of the remote nodes to a minimal and
simple under control is one of the advantages of this system. The number of connections that are
established to the hub determines the overall scale of the network.
Tree Topologies
Cascaded star topology is another name for tree topology, which is another name for tree topology.
Each node in a tree topology connects to another node that is positioned higher up in the tree, and
then those nodes connect to the gateway. The primary benefit of using a tree topology is that it makes
error detection and network growth much simpler. Another advantage is that the tree topology makes
it easier to expand a network. This network has the problem of being overly dependent on the bus
cable; if that cable were to break, the entire network would be rendered inoperable.
Mesh Topologies
Within the radio transmission range of a node, the Mesh topologies enable the transfer of data from
that node to any other node within the network. If one node wants to send a message to another node
that is beyond the range of radio transmission, the sending node needs an intermediary node so that
the message can be sent to the intended node. The capability of quickly isolating and locating
problems in the network is one of the benefits offered by this mesh design. The fact that the network
is so extensive and calls for such a significant financial investment is a significant drawback.
Bus Topologies
A topology for a computer network in which all of the nodes, also known as stations, are linked
together by a single bus.
Fully Connected Topologies
A topology for a network in which every pair of nodes can be connected by an unbroken chain of
branches. Take note that there are n(n-1)/2 direct paths, also known as branches, in a network that has
n nodes and is fully connected. Similar to a completely interconnected mesh network.
Hybrid Topologies
A network topology that is the result of combining any two or more other topologies. Note 1: There
are some circumstances in which two fundamental network topologies, when coupled together, can
still maintain the fundamental network nature and, as a result, are not considered to be a hybrid
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network. A tree network that is connected to another tree network is still considered to be a tree
network, for instance. Therefore, a hybrid network is only created when two basic networks are
connected, and the resulting network topology does not satisfy the description of either of the
fundamental topologies. As an illustration, hybrid network topologies can be seen in the form of two
star networks that are connected to one another. Note 2: A hybrid topology will invariably result
whenever two distinct fundamental network topologies are joined to one another.
Ring Topologies
A topology for a computer network in which every node is connected to exactly two other nodes.

Types of Wireless Sensor Networks
The kinds of networks that are used are determined by the environment, which allows for their use in
a variety of settings, such as on land, underground, in water, and so on. There are several varieties of
wireless sensor networks [7-8]:


Terrestrial WSNs



Underground WSNs



Underwater WSNs



Multimedia WSNs



Mobile WSNs

Terrestrial WSNs
Terrestrial wireless sensor networks are effective at interacting with base stations and are made up of
hundreds to thousands of wireless sensor nodes that can be set up in either an unstructured (ad hoc) or
structured (Pre-planned) manner. When the mode is set to unstructured, the sensor nodes are
dispersed at random within the target region, which is dropped from a stationary plane. When using
the preplanned or structured mode, optimal placement, grid placement, and both 2D and 3D
placement models are taken into consideration.
In this WSN, the power provided by the battery is restricted; nevertheless, the battery has solar cells
that can be used as an alternative source of power. These WSNs are able to conserve energy by
employing low duty cycle activities, reducing delays as much as possible, and utilizing efficient
routing, amongst other strategies.
Underground WSNs
When deployment, maintenance, and equipment costs are taken into consideration, as well as the
need for careful planning, the costs associated with underground wireless sensor networks are higher
than those associated with terrestrial WSNs. The WSNs networks are made up of a number of sensor
nodes that are buried beneath the surface in order to keep an eye on the environment below.
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Additional sink nodes are placed in elevated positions above the ground in order to facilitate the
transmission of data from the sensor nodes to the base station.

Figure 3: Underground WSNs
It is challenging to provide power to the underground wireless sensor networks that have been
installed into the ground. It is difficult to replenish the sensor battery nodes because they only have a
limited amount of battery power. In contrast to this, the underground environment poses a difficulty
for wireless communication because of the significant amount of attenuation and signal loss that
occurs there.
Under Water WSNs
More over 70 percent of the earth's surface is covered by water. These networks are made up of a
number of sensor nodes and vehicles that are placed below the surface. For the purpose of data
collection from these sensor nodes, autonomous underwater vehicles are utilized. A lengthy
propagation delay, as well as bandwidth and sensor failures, are challenges that are unique to
underwater communication.

Figure 4: Under Water WSNs
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It has been suggested that multimedia wireless sensor networks might be used to enable the tracking
and monitoring of occurrences using various forms of multimedia data, including imaging, video, and
audio. These networks are made up of low-cost sensor nodes that have both microphones and cameras
attached to them. In order to facilitate data compression, data retrieval, and correlation, these nodes
are wirelessly connected to one another and interconnected with one another.

Figure 5: Multimedia WSNs
The multimedia WSN presents a number of issues, including a high energy consumption, high
bandwidth needs, the need for data processing, and strategies for compressing data. In addition to
this, the delivery of multimedia contents requires a high bandwidth in order to ensure that the content
is received in an accurate and uncomplicated manner.
Mobile WSNs
These networks are made up of a collection of sensor nodes that are capable of moving around on
their own and interacting with the environment around them physically. The mobile nodes are able to
both compute and communicate with one another.
Mobile wireless sensor networks have a far greater degree of adaptability than static sensor networks.
The advantages of mobile wireless sensor networks over static wireless sensor networks include
greater and enhanced coverage, higher energy efficiency, superior channel capacity, and so on.

II. Related Work
In the past ten years, wireless sensor networks, also known as WSNs, have found widespread use in
monitoring systems that are designed to regulate and monitor a variety of indoor premises,
agricultural lands, and forest monitoring applications [9]. The proliferation of wireless sensor
networks (WSNs) has given rise to concerns over the integrity of computer networks as a result of
potential security breaches. Traditional security algorithms in WSNs have been successful in
accomplishing a variety of security goals, including protection of base stations [9], cryptography [8],
detection of attack attempts [9], and security location and routing [10-12]. A large number of
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researchers have created substantial solutions to solve the concerns raised by WSNs regarding their
security. These sensors produce an enormous amount of data that needs to be processed and
transmitted to the base station. Because of limits in power consumption, poor memory (storage
capacity), communication capabilities, and resource constraints in sensors [13, 14], standard security
algorithms are not appropriate for wireless sensor networks (WSNs).
Because of the high level of energy consumption in the network, one of the most significant
challenges is the communication and exchange of information between sensors. This information
needs to be shielded from the many dangers that could potentially affect it [15, 16]. Support for
several security qualities, including confidentiality, authenticity, availability, and integrity, ought to
be implemented in the networks in order to ensure their safety. The vast majority of these sensors do
not have any form of physical security, which results in compromised nodes. If an attacker is able to
compromise one or more nodes in a network, they will have the ability to conduct a variety of
assaults that will disrupt the communication between networks [17]. There are many different types
of assaults, including adversary, hacked node(s), eavesdropper, and so on [18]. These kinds of
assaults can cause packets to be lost or modified, which has the effect of degrading the performance
of wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Source location privacy, often known as SLPs, refers to systems
that generate phoney nodes in order to shield sensor data from being attacked. The false node and
packets, also known as the dummy message, are responsible for the creation of phoney identities and
packets, both of which omit any mention of the source or destination identities. This approach has the
disadvantage of requiring a greater expenditure of both energy and overhead [17, 18].
Middleware has been recently incorporated into WSNs in order to overcome some of the difficulties
that were previously mentioned. In reference number 4, the authors examined and talked about a
variety of middleware strategies, including SOMM, USEME, ESOA, and MiSense. The vast majority
of middleware approaches do not have a security mechanism, which makes it impossible to protect
the network and critical data from harmful attacks. In addition, middleware applications have been
developed in order to implement machine learning (ML) methods. The study that was described in
[19] utilized a method of unsupervised learning that is known as self-organizing map, and it was
applied to WSN. The authors of [20] introduced SOM as a solution to the issue of detecting network
attacks on ad hoc networks, which was one of their primary concerns. The SOM has the disadvantage
that it is not suited for detecting assaults in complicated and huge datasets, which are frequently
utilized in WSNs. This is a limitation of the SOM. The challenge of ontology heterogeneity was
addressed by the machine learning middleware known as MaML. However, the overhead is
something that could be considered a potential issue with MaML. Because of the requirements placed
on the system's architecture, the dynamic behavior of a WSN has been continuously optimized.
Machine learning (ML) strategies are implemented in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) so that there
is no longer a requirement for an unnecessary redesign of the network. Machine learning is referred to
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by the creators of sensor networks as both an algorithm and a collection tool that is utilized in the
process of developing prediction models. In order to extend the lifespan of the network, ML enhances
the distribution, usage, and delegation of available resources. Machine learning employs
mathematical models that are founded on statistical methods as a means of data sampling for artificial
intelligence. It is able to acquire new knowledge and adjust its behavior in response to the everchanging environment [21]. Applications that use WSN make significant use of the interface
mechanisms that are available in ML. The processing of data, the aggregation of data, and the
interfacing of ML are the three processes that are required to complete the process [3]. Monitoring
and modelling the dynamic environments that are related with WSNs are accomplished with the help
of these stages.
To generate prediction models, machine learning is utilized, and the resulting algorithms can be
broken down into three categories: supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and reinforcement
learning. The data sample, also known as the training set, must first be labelled in order for
supervised learning to take place. Several difficulties that are unique to WSNs, including data
aggregation, localization, grouping, energy awareness, detection, and real-time routing, have been
successfully tackled by machine learning methods such support vector machine (SVM), decision tree
(DT), and K-nearest neighbor (K-NN). Several different machine learning techniques that solve the
security issues that plague WSNs are presented in the aforementioned research. Bayesian belief
networks were used by Janakiram et al. [19] to demonstrate the ability to identify outliers (BBNs).
The authors performed a correlation analysis on the temporal and spatial data points in order to locate
readings that were comparable in surrounding nodes. These measurements are approximations that
are then compared to one another in order to identify any potential anomalies in the data that was
collected from sensor nodes. When developing conditional relationships, one must not only search for
data points that deviate from the norm but also attempt to complete any gaps in information. A
method for detecting outliers within a network that makes use of k-nearest neighbor was developed
by Branch et al. [20]. This method is quite similar to the analysis of k-nearest neighbor that was
provided in [21]. However, utilizing the k-nearest method comes with a number of significant
drawbacks, the most significant of which is the requirement of a sizable memory space to store the
data.
III. Perspectives and Study Objectives
The need of ensuring that data transmissions are kept private and safe has ballooned in recent years as a
direct result of the rapid proliferation of wireless sensor networks in commercial, medical, and military
settings. Recent research has pointed to the importance of middleware in wireless sensor networks
(WSNs). Regrettably, many of these systems do not solve the security problem, which results in
communication and data transmission that are not secure. Generally speaking, such data is sensitive, and
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as such, it needs to be protected against assaults as well as the dangers of exposure. This study was
inspired by the constraints of the currently available middleware for wireless sensor networks (WSNs),
and it is based on the following reasons to increase the performance of WSNs middleware:


The methodologies that are proposed offer a one-of-a-kind WSN middleware that has the ability
to control and monitor sensor data by employing intelligent, unsupervised machine learning to
secure the data. It is possible to enhance the power consumption as well as the overhead by
filtering out unneeded information from the sensors and performing regular updates. The
unsupervised learning approach that has been proposed for middleware is one way to solve this
challenge.



They offer an unsupervised learning algorithm that delivers an all-encompassing security
method that is able to manage large-scale WSNs. The GANs method is highly effective and
features sophisticated generator and detector networks that operate according to the rules of
game theory. The usefulness of the robust generator model, denoted by the letter G, is
demonstrated by this body of work.



The generator network takes the samples that are provided and makes synthetic data that is
extremely similar to the genuine data. This bogus data is blended with the genuine data (from
the sensors) so that the attackers cannot distinguish between the two sets of information. As a
result, there is no requirement to generate bogus packets or data in order to throw off the
attackers, which results in a huge reduction in the amount of power consumed.

IV. Imbalanced data in WSNs
Handling imbalanced data in classification is a significant obstacle that must be overcome in the process
of data mining. It is common knowledge that one of the most essential methods of data mining is known
as classification. In this method, samples of an unknown class are "classified" by applying prior
information gained from training examples. An imbalance occurs when the data are distributed into
classes in an unequal manner; certain classes may contain a huge quantity of data and be referred to as
the majority class, while other classes may have just a few instances of data and be referred to as the
minority class [22-23]. Because traditional classifiers take into account the error rate and not the
distribution of the data, and because minority classes have a small quantity of data instances, they are
ignored in the overall classification result. The biassed effectiveness of traditional classifiers is caused
by this uneven distribution of the data. This problem manifests itself in a wide variety of real-world
applications, including the healthcare industry, the detection of oil spills, the investigation of fraudulent
use of credit cards, the modelling of cultures, the investigation of intrusions into computer networks, the
classification of texts, and many more. The imbalanced statistics are depicted in figure 6, which is a
representational picture.
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Over the course of the past few years, a wide variety of different approaches have been presented as
potential answers to this problem. Review papers of a high quality have been published in the past
decade on imbalanced data and their related aspects. These papers contain information beginning with
the definition of imbalance in data space, including the characteristics, types, and effect on classification
performance, and ending with all of the possible ways to deal with the issue. In this regard, the papers
have been published in the last decade. These study and review articles are extremely useful sources of
information that can help one grasp the issue of imbalance in a more comprehensive manner. A
comprehensive review of the relevant literature is revealing a vast amount of study and research on data
inequalities. The examples that follow are some examples of popular research topics that deal with this
natural instance of data distribution.

Figure 6: Imbalance in a binary dataset
WSN offers a variety of applications in fields such as medicine, agriculture, meteorology, the Internet
of Things, and the detection of forest fires, among other fields. Even when studying the routing
protocols for WSN, there is still a high probability that imbalanced data will be produced. Take, for
example, the use of WSN in agricultural applications. Sensors for detecting soil moisture, location
sensors, humidity detection sensors, temperature sensors, optical sensors, electrochemical sensors,
airflow sensors, and other types of sensors are utilized in this application. If the temperature readings
are being taken by sensors in a tropical nation, such as those found in Africa, then the majority of the
time, the temperature will be on the upper side. As a consequence of this, while assessing the
temperature data produced by these sensors, the weight will be skewed toward higher temperatures.
Because there are fewer instances of low temperatures, conducting analysis connected to them in this
scenario is challenging due to the fact that there are so few of them. In this section, we talk about the
work that numerous academics have done to handle uneven data in wireless sensor networks (WSNs).
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Techniques for dealing with unbalanced data in WSN
In this section, we will explore the lessons learnt concerning the handling of imbalanced data in WSN
and the implications these lessons have. Handling of unbalanced data in WSNs has only been the focus
of a very limited number of works. When data are continuously created by a broad variety of sensors,
there is a possibility that the data generated from some of these sensors may be discrete; hence, the data
generated from those sensors may be sparse. The dataset that is produced by these sensors as a result is
unbalanced because of this. The extraction of patterns from datasets that are uneven can then become
subject to bias. The following strategies, which have been utilized by a number of researchers for the
purpose of controlling data imbalance in traditional datasets, can be applied to wireless sensor networks
(WSNs) in order to deal with the kinds of scenarios that are described above [24-25].


K-fold cross-validation is a method that is implemented throughout the training process for
machine learning algorithms. During the phase of machine learning referred to as training, this
method involves re-sampling the dataset. This method divides the datasets into k distinct
categories to analyses them. The remaining groups are considered to be training data, whereas
one of these groups will serve as the testing data. This strategy provides unequal or scarce data
with the same level of attention as other data.



Ensemble re-sampled datasets: This method involves re-sampling the dataset in such a way that
the data that are scarce or unusual are oversampled. In this manner, the whole data may be
brought into equilibrium, and the findings obtained through the application of machine learning
algorithms will be accurate and objective.



Decrease the weight of the traits that have a strong presence and raise the weight of the attributes
that have a low presence: In this strategy, the importance of each attribute is taken into account.
In order to achieve fair and balanced conclusions from the data, qualities that have a greater
presence will be assigned higher weights, whereas attributes that have a lesser prevalence will be
assigned a lower Patel et al. weight. In this manner, imbalances in datasets can be dealt with in
an effective manner.



Cost-sensitive learning: This strategy takes into account the costs of misclassification in data
mining in order to reduce the overall cost as much as possible. This method does not involve the
pre-selection of any hyper-parameters, instead modifying them in a dynamic fashion.



Combined class methods: This strategy makes use of a combination of multiple different ways
in order to properly manage imbalanced data. This method has the potential to get rid of the
noise in unbalanced datasets. Taking this technique will prevent any potentially valuable
information from being lost.
V. Conclusion

Wireless sensor networks, often known as WSNs, are an important data transmission medium that can be used in
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a wide variety of applications. The gap that exists between applications and WSNs can be bridged thanks to
middleware, which helps handle issues related to power consumption, communication, and security. Rapid
progress is being made in the transition of wired communication networks to wireless ones. On the other hand,
wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are becoming increasingly popular in wireless networks and are an active topic
of research. We have seen in this post that there are a number of different applications for WSN. In the beginning
of the study, there was a brief overview of WSN architecture, as well as applications and problems. Following
that, the paper discusses the numerous varieties of wireless sensor networks as well as their topologies. This
article improves the foundation for this emerging field and subsequent ones; after that, we will select a specific
problem in WSN and focus on developing an effective method.
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